ABSTRACT Electroretinographic (ERG) and extracellular potassium activity measurements were carried out in superfused eyecup preparations of several amphibians . Light-evoked changes in extracellular K+ activity were characterized on the bases of depth profile analysis and latency measurements and through the application of pharmacological agents that have selective actions on the retinal network. Three different extracellular potassium modulations evoked at light onset were identified and characterized according to their phenomenological and pharmacological properties. These modulations include two separable sources of light-evoked increases in extracellular K+: (a) a proximal source that is largely post-bipolar in origin, and (b) a distal source that is primarily or exclusively of depolarizing bipolar cell origin . The pharmacological properties of the distal extracellular potassium increase closely parallel those of the b-wave . A distal light-evoked decrease in extracellular potassium appears to be associated with the slow P111 potential, based on a combination of simultaneous intracellular Muller cell recordings and extracellular ERG and potassium activity measurements before and during pharmacological isolation of the photoreceptor responses. The extracellular potassium activity increases are discussed with respect to the Miller cell theory of b-wave generation .
INTRODUCTION
The vertebrate electroretinogram (ERG) has been analyzed extensively using various techniques designed to associate individual ERG components with activities of specific groups of retinal neurons . Particular success has been achieved in associating the a-wave with photoreceptor activity (Penn and Hagins, 1969; Hagins et al., 1970) and the corneal-positive component of the c-wave with lightevoked changes in transmembrane polarization of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) (Noell, 1951 (Noell, , 1953 Steinberg et al., 1970 Steinberg et al., , 1980 Steinberg, 1971 ; Schmidt and Steinberg, 1971 ; Steinberg and Miller, 1973 ; Oakley, 1975 Oakley, , 1977 Oakley and Green, 1976 ; Vogel, 1980) . Several hypotheses suggest that certain ERG 886 THE JOURNAL OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY " VOLUME 85 -1985 components are generated by passive, K+-mediated currents through Milller cells, the primary glial element in retina . Presumably, these currents are initiated by extracellular K+ activity (Kô) fluctuations associated with neuronal activity . Particularly important is the hypothesis that a light-evoked Kô increase initiates the b-wave (Faber, 1969; Miller and Dowling, 1970a, b) . Slow PIII is also thought to be initiated, as is the RPE component of the c-wave, by a light-evoked K. decrease that results primarily from a change in the rod transmembrane potential (Faber, 1969; Zuckerman, 1973; Witkovsky et al., 1975; Oakley, 1977; Lurie and Marmor, 1980) . However, in contrast to the corneal-positive RPE component of c-wave, slow PIII, the corneal-negative, retinal component of c-wave, is generated, presumably by Mfller cells.
To further evaluate the neuronal activities that underlie the b-wave and slow PIII, we have studied light-evoked Kô modulations using extracellular voltage and K''-selective microelectrode techniques in superfused and freshly excised eyecup preparations of mudpuppy, toad, and tiger salamander, and in the isolated, superfused rabbit retina eyecup preparation . The findings reported here include an analysis in amphibian (I-type ; Granit, 1935) retinas of three principal Kô modulations that occur at light onset, which we have identified and characterized on the basis of phenomenological and pharmacological properties. The use of pharmacological agents has made it possible to selectively isolate particular Kô modulations and correlate them with specific neuronal activities and electroretinographic events . In the following paper (Dick et al ., 1985) , we will present a similar analysis in the rabbit (E-type) retina . Preliminary results of this work have been presented elsewhere (Dick and Miller, 1977, 1978b ; Dick et al ., 1979) . METHODS 
Preparation, Light Stimulation, and Intracellular Recordings
The superfused amphibian eyecup preparation, light stimulation techniques, and intracellular recording methods used in the present study were those previously reported in detail by Miller and Dacheux (1976) . Experimental animals used in the present study included mudpuppies (Necturus maculosus), toads (Bufo marinus), and tiger salamanders (Ambystoma tigrinum) . ERGs reported in this study are intraretinal ERGS, which represent the potentials recorded between an Ag/AgCl ground reference electrode located behind the eyecup and a Ringer's-filled micropipette advanced into the retina .
The control perfusate used for most of these experiments was a bicarbonate-buffered amphibian Ringer's solution composed of (mM): 86.0 NaCl, 3.0 KCI, 1 .8 CaC12 , 1 .0 MgCl2, 25.0 NaHC03, 0.8 Na2HP0 4 , 1 .0 NaH2PO4 , and 10.0 glucose . A pH of 7.8 was maintained by constant aeration of the perfusates with a 98% 02/2% C02 gas mixture . For experiments where Co" was used to block chemically mediated synaptic transmission, a HEPES (N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N'-2-ethanesulfonic acid) buffered Ringer's was used to prevent precipitation of CoCO3. The HEPES-buffered Ringer's solution was composed of (mM): 111 NaCI, 3 KCI, 1 .8 CaC12, 1 .0 MgC12, 0.8 Na2HP04, 1 .0 NaH2PO4, 3 .0 HEPES, and 10.0 glucose . If necessary, a pH correction to a value of 7.8 was obtained by titration with NaOH. Experimental solutions were made by the addition of one or more pharmacological agents into a control Ringer's solution . The pharmacological agents used included: COC12 (J.T. Baker Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, NJ), y-aminobutyric acid (Sigma Chemical Co ., St. Louis, MO), and a-aminopimelic acid (Sigma Chemical Co.) . After the addition of a pharmacological agent(s), the pH of the experimental perfusate was checked and, if necessary, retitrated to a value of 7 .8 with NaOH .
K+-selective Microelectrodes
Double-barreled K+-selective microelectrodes consisting of one K+-selective barrel and one Ringer's-filled voltage-recording barrel were fabricated by a previously described (Dick, 1979) modification of the technique of Walker (1971) . The K+ ion-exchanger was used in this study was Corning 477317 (Corning Medical and Scientific, Medfield, MA) . Microelectrode tips were beveled on a rotating, Ringer's-moistened, 0 .3-,M grinding disk (3M Co ., St. Paul, MN) with both barrels aligned parallel to the plane of the grinding disk until openings of 1-3 um across the beveled face were produced . Resistances of the reference barrels ranged from 30 to 70 MQ .
Each K+-selective microelectrode was calibrated in a series of five to nine test solutions with K+ activities ranging from I to 50 meq/liter in the presence of 120 mM NaCl . In order to derive K+ activities from K+ concentrations, the activity coefficient for monovalent cations in mixed aqueous electrolyte solutions was drawn from a modification of the Davies equation (Martin et al., 1969) . For K+ concentrations in the range of 1-10 mM, the total ionic strength of the test solutions, which actually varied from 0.121 to 0.130, was taken as 0 .125, which yields a K+ activity coefficient of 0.77 (±7%) . That coefficient was used both for purposes of computing the K+ activities of dilute KCl solutions and in the conversion of K+ electrode responses (changes in the differential voltage recorded between the reference and K+-selective barrels) to K+ activity changes . In the latter case, we used the simplifying assumption that the total ionic strength of the interstitial fluid is, essentially, equivalent to that of a 125 mM NaCl solution . The K+-selective microelectrodes used in this study showed nearly log-linear potential changes of 53-55 mV/decade (a factor of 10 change in external K+ activity) for external K+ activities in the range of 5-50 meq/liter in the presence of 120 mM NaCl. The slope of the K+ -selective electrode response per unit change in external K+ activity becomes significantly reduced for K+ activities in the range of 1-5 meq/liter . Since the physiological range of Ko in amphibian retina is^-2-6 meq/liter, it is necessary to assign a value for the potential change developed by a K+-selective electrode per decade change in external K+ (hereafter called the response slope) within this lower range of K+ activities in order to be able to calculate intraretinally measured Ko modulations from K+ -selective electrode responses .
The response slope of a K+-selective electrode for external K+ activities in the range of 2-5 meq/liter in the presence of 120 mM NaCl (92 .4 meq/liter NaCI) was obtained by : (a) plotting electrode potential vs . log K+ activity for all calibration solutions used ; (b) fitting (by eye) a straight line between the calibration points from 2 to 5 meq/liter of K+ (either three or four points were used) ; and (c) extrapolating, from the slope of the resulting line in b, a response slope for the K+ electrode over this lower range of external K+ activities . Typical K+ electrode response slopes for external K+ activities of 2-5 meq/ liter over a fixed NaCl background were 29-33 mV/decade . These response slope values were then used to calculate Ko changes from K+ electrode responses according to the following formula :
where Va is the K+ electrode potential at a given point a in the electrode response ; Vb is the K+ electrode potential at a given point b in the electrode response ; R2-5 is the response slope (in millivolts per decade change in external K+) of the K+ electrode for the K+ activities of 2-5 meq/liter in the presence of 120 mM NaCl; (K.'), is the extracellular K' activity (in milliequivalents per liter) at point a ; and (K.')a is the extracellular K' activity (in milliequivalents per liter) at point b .
Recordings
During this study, two preamplifiers were used for measuring the potentials from K'-selective microelectrodes . The first amplifier used did not possess capacitance neutralization capabilities . The output of the K+ -selective microelectrode barrel was led into the noninverting side of an instrumentation amplifier (4253, Teledyne-Philbrick, Dedham, MA) . The output of the reference barrel was led simultaneously to the inverting side of the T-P 4253 and the noninverting side of a T-P 1023 FET operational amplifier. The preamplifier output from each channel was led through : (a) an instrumentation amplifier (T-P 4253) for additional gain and DC offset control ; (b) a low-pass filter (Brown et al ., 1973, p. 394 ) with a high-frequency cut-off of 100 Hz ; and (c) an active 60-Hz notch filter (783R3Q10, Frequency Devices, Haverhill, MA) . The signals were then fed to one channel of a Tektronix R5103N storage oscilloscope (Tektronix Inc ., Beaverton, OR) and one channel of a penwriter . Figure illustrations were photographically reproduced from penwriter records or Polaroid photographs of the storage oscilloscope display . A second preamplifier that had both direct-and cross-capacitance neutralization capabilities was fabricated for this study . A schematic of this amplifier is shown in Fig . IA . The input stages for the K{ -selective and reference barrels are 42J FET operational amplifiers (Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA). Zero-capacitance, direct-capacitance, or cross-capacitance neutralization could be switched in as desired . At the outset of an experiment, a double-barreled K+ -selective microelectrode was positioned in an eyecup preparation and the amount of positive feedback current was adjusted for each electrode in order to: (a) maximally increase the rise time of the reference channel to a 400-mV, 120-Hz square wave applied to the Ag/AgCI electrode behind the eyecup preparation, and (b) maximally reduce, in the ion output channel, the capacitative "cross-talk" transients associated with the test potential . By removing all filtering devices and switching between zero and maximally adjusted direct-or cross-capacitance neutralization, the response characteristics of the electrode preamplifier system could be compared in these three states. A comparison of this type, but carried out in a simple Ringer's bath, is illustrated in Fig . 1 B. Fig. 1 B (left) shows that without employing capacitance neutralization, the differential output from the K+ electrode channel contains electrical cross-talk artifacts . These artifacts result from recording differentially between two electrodes that had very different time constants and were capacitatively coupled . The time constant of the K+ barrel is much longer than that of the reference barrel and this, coupled with the frequency of the test potential (120 Hz), results in the K' electrode itself contributing very little to the voltages recorded in the middle traces of Fig . 1 B (left) . The largest and most rapid rising components of the cross-talk artifacts seen in Fig . 1 B (left) , for example, represent current flow from the lower-resistance reference electrode through the interelectrode capacitance into the K+ barrel (Dick, E., and R. F. Miller, unpublished findings) . The use of direct-capacitance neutralization improves the reference electrode response and reduces cross-talk artifacts in the K+ channel, as shown in Fig . 1 B (center) . A much greater reduction of cross-talk artifacts is achieved by switching to cross-capacitance neutralization, as shown in Fig . 1 B (right) . The application of cross-capacitance neutralization for electrophysiological purposes dates, at least, to the work of Frank et al. (1959) , Frank and Becker (1964) , and Tomita and Kaneko (1965) , but it is interesting to note the recent suggestion of Dr. Alan Finkel (personal communication) that cross-capacitance neutralization, as used in the present study, acts to enhance interelectrode capacitance . Enhancing interelectrode capacitance will make the time constants of both barrels more alike and thereby reduce artifacts by increasing the effectiveness of the amplifier common mode rejection function . Because of its superior efficacy in reducing cross-talk artifacts, the cross-capacitance neutralization capability of this amplifier was used in order to record Fig. 2A are displayed as a function of relative retinal depth using the vitreal surface as a value of 0% and the R membrane (Brindley and Hamasaki, 1963 ; Cohen, 1965) as a value of 100%. In these studies, the position of the R membrane was determined by advancing the microelectrode through the distal retina until: (a) the reference electrode registered an abrupt, large voltage drop; (b) the amplitude of the intraretinal b-wave became markedly reduced; and (c) no light-evoked Ko response was detected. The microelectrode was then withdrawn until the DC voltage drop and ERG changes reversed and the K+ electrode response showed light-evoked Ko modulations characteristic of the subretinal space. The transition between the two sets of conditions, outlined above, occurred sharply over a distance of 5-10 '.m. The distal margin of this transition zone was taken to represent the R membrane . In the distal retina, the ERG consists of a negative b-wave at light onset and a smaller negative d-wave at light offset, as indicated in the figure . The most distal light-evoked Ko change consists of a gradual decrease and return to baseline at light offset . The Ko decrease response goes through a maximum and progressive decline between the R membrane and middle retina . At 81% retinal depth, a transient, light-evoked Ko increase is seen (arrow 1) and successively larger K", increases are seen at more proximal retinal levels . In this experiment, the lightevoked Ko increase reached a maximum at 41 % retinal depth and then declined progressively from its maximum to the vitreal surface. In evaluating lightmodulated Ko changes, it is important to know that Ko levels in the dark are not uniform throughout the retina (see the section on transretinal Ko gradient) . Because of this, the relative sizes of light-evoked Ko changes measured at different retinal depths are not strictly represented by the K+ electrode responses. The magnitudes of the Ko changes can be calculated from the calibration curve of the electrode when more accurate comparisons are desirable. As an example, on the basis of K+ electrode responses, the light-evoked Ko increase at 61 % retinal depth appears to be 31 % as large as the maximum Ko increase . However, when calculated Ko changes are compared, the Ko increase at 61 % retinal depth (0.14 meq/liter) is seen to be 56% as large as the maximum K O ' increase at 41 % retinal depth (0 .25 meq/liter) . Fig. 2B presents a cross-section of Bufo marinus retina and is shown in order to help associate depth profile records of intraretinal ERGS and Ko modulations FIGURE 2 . (A) Simultaneous recordings of the intraretinal ERG and K+ electrode responses taken at various retinal depths, expressed as percent retinal depth, during a microelectrode withdrawal in a superfused eyecup of the toad, Bufo marinus. Recordings were made using maximally adjusted cross-capacitance neutralization . A light-evoked Ko increase (arrow 1) is clearly seen at 81% retinal depth . Proximal ERG records are small in amplitude because of a vitreal surface-to-ground shunt in this preparation . The horizontal bar at the bottom of each column indicates the duration of the diffuse, 533-nm light stimulus . Irradiance : 3 .2 x 10 -1 W/cm2. (B) Cross-section from a retina of Bufo marinus. Abbreviations : RPE : retinal pigment epithelium ; OS: outer segments ; IS : inner segments; ELM : external limiting membrane ; ONL : outer nuclear layer ; OPL : outer plexiform layer; INL : inner nuclear layer ; IPL: inner plexiform layer ; GCL : ganglion cell layer ; ILM: internal limiting membrane . Calibration bar, 50 gm .
with the anatomical layers of the retina . The intraretinal ERGS and K+ electrode responses in Fig . 2A can be related to retinal levels as shown in Fig . 2B on the basis of percent retinal depth. A comparison between Figs . 2A and 2B shows that maximum light-evoked KO ' increases occur near the level of the inner margin of the inner nuclear layer (INL) and in the inner plexiform layer (IPL). This finding is consistent with a previous report in which intraretinal dye injections were used to localize Ko increases occurring in frog retina . Fig. 2 also shows that light-evoked Ko increases can be detected between the vitreal surface and retinal levels distal to the outer plexiform layer (OPL).
We reported previously (Dick and Miller, 1978a) that there is a similar distribution of light-evoked K.' increases in mudpuppy retina . During the present study, additional depth profiles collected from retinas of toad, mudpuppy, and tiger salamander, as well as from frog (Rana pipiens) and bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana), were found to be qualitatively similar regarding the localization of peak K" increases and the radial domain over which Ko increases were detected .
Light-evoked K o Decrease and Slow PIII
The light-evoked Ko decrease is primarily associated with a reduction of K+ efflux from photoreceptors (Oakley, 1975; Oakley and Green, 1976; Oakley et al ., 1979 ; Steinberg et al ., 1980) and has been proposed to initiate slow PIII through a passive, K+-mediated hyperpolarization of Muller cell processes (Faber, 1969 ; Zuckerman, 1973 ; Witkovsky et al ., 1975 ; Oakley, 1977 ; Karwoski and Proenza, 1977 ; Lurie and Marmor, 1980) . One well-characterized pharmacological technique that can be used to test the Muller cell hypothesis of slow PIII generation is the application of cobalt (Co++ ) to block chemically mediated synaptic transmission (Weakly, 1973; Cervetto and Piccolino, 1974 ; Dacheux and Miller, 1976 ; Dacheux et al ., 1979) . In the presence of Co ++ , Ko modulations in the distal retina can be studied in isolation from post-receptor neuronal activity (Dick, 1979) . According to the above hypothesis, one would predict that the Co ++-isolated, photoreceptor-generated Ko decrease would hyperpolarize Muller cells in a fashion that is proportional to the magnitude of the Ko response . An experiment carried out to test this prediction is shown in Fig. 3 , which illustrates the effects of Co`on the Ko decrease and Muller cell responses, as well as on the intraretinal ERG, in a tiger salamander eyecup .
In this experiment, a double-barreled K+-selective micropipette was positioned in the distal retinal to record the intraretinal ERG and light-evoked Ko changes . The middle trace shows the intraretinal ERG and the lower trace shows the K+ electrode response . As seen in the middle trace, the intraretinal ERG at light onset consists of a positive a-wave followed by a negative b-wave . The slow positivity (labeled "slow P111") seen after the b-wave is presumed to be slow PIII, based on the consistent observation throughout all of our studies that the null, or inversion, point for this response always occurred much more proximally than the inversion point for the a-wave . However, given our recording configuration, DICK AND MILLER K`Activity Changes in Amphibian Retina 893 we cannot exclude a mass receptor potential contribution to this slow positivity. A response amplitude (expressed as V/Vma.) vs. log I series was generated for the Kô decrease and slow PIII responses, measured from baseline to peak, at eight intensity levels. The data are illustrated graphically on the left of Fig . 3B . Threshold for detection of the K' electrode response was 0 .5 log units higher than that for detection of the ERG response. Beyond this difference, the two responses exhibited parallel amplitude vs. log 1 properties over the remaining 3.5 log unit range of intensities tested . After the control records were obtained, superfusion of the preparation with a Ringer's solution containing 5 MM COC12 was initiated. Within 1 min, the extracellularly recorded responses consisted of only the Ko decrease and an intraretinal ERG having an initial rapid positivity (a-wave) followed by a slower positivity (slow PIII) with a reversal of this sequence at light offset . A second Muller cell was impaled and identified by its large resting membrane potential and the fact that Muller cell recordings are most commonly obtained near the vitreal surface of the retina, the recording locus for the Muller cell responses in Light-evoked K a Increases LATENCY MEASUREMENTS The present and previous studies have shown that light-evoked Ko increases can be detected at retinal levels corresponding to all but the most distal 20-30% of retinal depth (Dick and Miller, 1978a ; Kline et al., 1978; Dick, 1979; Shimazaki et al., 1984) . Are the Ko increases detected in the distal retina simply manifestations of K+, which has diffused from more proximal release sites, or do the Ko increases in distal vs. proximal retina reflect the activity of predominantly different populations of retinal neurons? Measurements of latencies vs. retinal depth provide one approach to discriminating between these alternatives . Fig. 4 shows selected points from a latency vs. depth analysis for intraretinal ERGS and K+ electrode responses in a Bufo marinus eyecup . These data were collected using capacitance neutralization and largely the same procedure as the depth profile data of Fig. 2A , but with the following differences: (a) responses were evoked by white light stimuli; (b) the duty cycle for the light stimulus was 5 s on and 35 s off; and (c) ERGS and K+ electrode responses were led to a signal averager as well as to a penwriter. Fig. 4A shows paired penwriter records of the intraretinal ERG (labeled "ERG") and K+ electrode response (labeled "K+") from seven selected retinal depths . The light stimulus duration is indicated by the solid bar at the bottom of the column. At each retinal level, a series of four pairs of light-evoked responses was signal-averaged and subsequently displayed on an oscilloscope at a higher gain and faster sweep speed than the penwriter records . Latency vs. depth analysis for intraretinal ERGS (labeled "ERG") and K+ electrode responses (labeled "K+") in a Bufo marinus eyecup . Recordings were made using capacitance neutralization . Column A shows paired penwriter records of the intraretinal ERGs and K+ electrode response at seven retinal depths . The bar beneath column A denotes the duration of the diffuse white light stimulus . Column B shows oscilloscope records of the first 850 ms of four signal-averaged responses corresponding to the penwriter record to its left in A. The light stimulus onset was also recorded through the signal averager and displayed on the oscilloscope as the appearance of the trace labeled "LS ." The line marked "X" aligns arbitrary but timeinvariant markers inserted into the oscilloscope traces by the signal averager . The markers, seen as a dot over each trace, were set to coincide with the onset of the light stimulus . The line marked "Y" denotes the latency of the light-evoked Ko increase at 56% retinal depth . The line marked "Z" denotes the latencies of the light-evoked Ko increases at 40 and 32% retinal depths, which were too close to differentiate . The light-evoked Ko increase at 56% retinal depth has a latency shorter by^-40 ms, in this case, than the peak proximal Ko increases . Diffuse white light stimuli . Irradiance : 3 .2 X 10 -1 W/cm2. penwriter record to its left in A and shows the first 850 ms of the related response . All responses were evoked by identical light stimuli . The light stimulus onset was also recorded through the signal averager and displayed on the oscilloscope (the line labeled "LS"). The line marked "X" aligns arbitrary but time-invariant markers inserted into the traces by the signal averager . The markers, seen as a dot over each trace in B, were set to coincide with the onset of the light stimulus. The line marked "Y" denotes the latency (estimated by eye) of the light-evoked Ko increase measured at 56% retinal depth. The line marked "Z" denotes the latencies of the light-evoked Ko increases at 40 and 32% retinal depths, which were too close to be readily differentiated . Several features of Fig.  4B should be emphasized . First, the shortest-latency Ko increase (^-130 ms) was seen at 56% retinal depth, despite the fact that the response was smaller and had a slower rate of rise than more proximal Ko increases. Second, the K-0 increase at 56% retinal depth is "bracketed" by longer-latency Ko increases both distal (-170 ms at 68% retinal depth) and proximal to it (-200 ms at 48% retinal depth) . Third, the Ko increases at 40 and 32% retinal depths (latencies of -170 ms) were jointly bracketed, distally and proximally, by longer-latency Ko increases. These three features of the latency data indicate two reasons why there must be more than one source of light-evoked K+ release in the retina . First, the shortest-latency Ko increase at 56% retinal depth cannot simply represent K+ that has diffused into the outer retina from a more proximal release site, because, in that case, it would have a longer latency than proximal Ko increases. Second, because the Ko increases at both distal (56%) and proximal (40 and 32%) retinal depths are bracketed by longer-latency Ko increases, these responses can be seen to describe relative latency minima with respect to retinal depth, as previously described by and . Having two latency minima requires having two independent sources of light-evoked K+ release at different retinal levels . On the basis of percent retinal depth and in agreement with , one of these sources appears to occur near the level of the OPL, while the second is distributed in the IPL and around the IPL-INL margin . Five of six completed analyses of latency vs. depth in Bufo marinus retina showed both a distal Ko increase, which was smaller but o£ shorter latency than peak proximal Ko increases, and a region of longer-latency Ko increases, which occurred between the peak proximal Ko responses and the distal, shorter-latency Ko increase . In one analysis, the Ko increase occurring near the OPL showed a latency longer by^-40 ms than the peak proximal Kb response . However, distal and proximal regions of light-evoked K' release were still separable on the basis of light-evoked Ko increases at intermediate retinal depths that showed longer latencies than the distal Ko response in that instance .
For latency analyses, it is crucial to know whether or not the K' electrode responses are contaminated with artifactual b-waves. Therefore, we examined the effectiveness of our capacitance neutralization techniques to eliminate artifactual b-waves in the K+ electrode channel by comparing ERGS and K' electrode responses recorded with and without capacitance neutralization . This was readily accomplished during experiments such as the one illustrated in Fig. 4 by recording light-evoked responses at each retinal depth and then switching out the capacitance neutralization circuits of the amplifier and immediately re-recording the intraretinal ERG and K+ electrode response at that same level. Fig. 5 shows such a comparison taken from the experiment illustrated in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 , the upper sets of responses in A and B are the same data shown in Fig. 4 at 68% retinal depth and were recorded with capacitance neutralization as indicated. The lower sets of penwriter traces and signal-averager records were generated under identical conditions, within 200 s of those shown above them, with the exception that capacitance neutralization was not used . As in Fig. 4 , the line marked "X" aligns time-invariant markers inserted into the oscilloscope traces by the signal averager, which were set to coincide with the onset of the light Fig. 4 at 68% retinal depth. The lower sets of records in columns A and B were measured within 200 s of the corresponding trace above them and are identical, except that they were recorded without capacitance neutralization . As in Fig. 4 , the line marked "X" aligns time-invariant markers inserted into the oscilloscope traces by the signal averager, which were set to coincide with the onset of the light stimulus (appearance of the line labeled "LS"). The line labeled "W" denotes the b-wave latencies, which were identical in both upper and lower oscilloscope records. As described in the text, the response labeled "1" is a light-evoked Ko increase, while response labeled "b" is an artifactual b-wave appearing in the K' electrode response . Note that in column B, "b" and the b-wave have an identical latency. Diffuse white light stimuli. Irradiance : 3.2 x 10 -' W/cm 2. stimulus . The line labeled "W" denotes b-wave latencies, which are identical in both upper and lower oscilloscope records . The first light-evoked change seen in the K' electrode responses recorded with capacitance neutralization is a positivity labeled "l ." The oscilloscope record in B shows that response 1 has both a longer latency and time, to peak than the b-wave . In contrast, the first light-evoked change seen in the K' electrode response recorded without capacitance neutralization is a relatively fast-rising positivity (labeled "b"), which overlaps into the slower positivity (1) described above. The oscilloscope record reveals that b has an identical latency and shorter time to peak than the b-wave . On the basis of its appearance when capacitance neutralization is removed and its parallel latency to the ERG response, we conclude that positivity b is an artifactual bwave in the K' electrode record . Positivity 1 appears, then, to be a light-evoked Ko increase . By looking at the K+ electrode response at 86% retinal depth in Fig. 4 , one can see why response 1 is a Ko increase and not simply an attenuated artifactual b-wave . At 86% retinal depth, light-evoked Ko increases are not detected and the K+ electrode response recorded with capacitance neutralization is seen to be flat during the period of the b-wave . From these results, we conclude that artifactual b-waves resulting from the different time constants of the two electrodes are effectively eliminated from the K+ electrode responses recorded with cross-capacitance neutralization and that our latency measurements of lightevoked Ko increases were not influenced by artifactual b-waves. It is also evident from the lowest left-hand trace of Fig. 5 that artifactual b-waves can be readily distinguished from light-evoked Ko increases in penwriter records collected without capacitance neutralization techniques.
PHARMACOLOGICAL SEPARATION OF LIGHT-EVOKED K + INCREASES Latency measurements suggest that different neuronal populations contribute to lightevoked Ko increases in distal vs. proximal retina . Pharmacological techniques can also be used to discriminate between different sources of light-evoked K+ release. We previously reported that glycine, ethanol, and the combination of yaminobutyric acid (GABA) plus ethanol can differentially modulate the activity of subpopulations of retinal neurons that appear to underlie the relatively distal vs. proximal Ko responses in mudpuppy retina (Dick and Miller, 1978x; Dick, 1979) . Shimazaki et al. (1983 Shimazaki et al. ( , 1984 have reported similar actions of both GABA plus ethanol and aspartate. In Figs. 6 and 7, we show that GABA and aaminopimelic acid (APA) can also be used to separate the light-evoked Ko increase into distal and proximal components .
GABA A putative retinal transmitter role for GABA has been suggested by histochemical and autoradiographic techniques (Lam and Steinman, 1971 ; Starr and Voaden, 1972 ; Lam, 1976) , biochemical studies (Berger et al., 1977; Kennedy et al., 1977) , and electrophysiological investigations (Straschill and Perwein, 1969; Miller et al ., 1977 Caldwell et al ., 1978) . In mudpuppy, GABA shows selectivity for the on vs. the off channel of neuronal information processing . Fig. 6 illustrates the effects of 2 mM GABA on intraretinal ERGS and K+ electrode responses measured in a superfused mudpuppy eyecup during a single microelectrode withdrawal . The protocol for this experiment and that of Fig. 7 , which illustrates APA effects, was as follows. A double-barreled K+-selective micropipette was positioned in the outer retina at the most distal level where a distinct light-evoked Ko increase was evident in the K+ electrode response . This outermost retinal level was used to minimize contributions to the light-evoked Ko increase from proximal sources of K* release. Once the microelectrode was positioned, control responses for the ERG and distal light-evoked Ko increase were recorded . The perfusate was then switched to a Ringer's solution that contained the test agent and light responses were again recorded . 3-4 min after introducing the test agent, the control Ringer's was reintroduced and the light responses were recorded. The micropipette was then withdrawn to a retinal level near the maximal proximal Ko increase and the experiment was repeated . For statistical purposes, each set of distal and proximal responses was considered to be one trial . Repeated applications of an agent during a single microelectrode penetration were not considered to be individual trials but always gave highly reproducible results . In this set of experiments (Figs . 6 and 7) , cross-capacitance neutralization was not used and, therefore, artifactual b-waves occur in the K+ electrode responses (arrow labeled "b").
In the experiment illustrated in Fig . 6 , exposure to GABA caused a slight reduction in the b-wave and the distal light-evoked Ko increase (arrow 1). Effects of 2 mM GABA on intraretinal ERGS and K+ electrode responses recorded (without capacitance neutralization) in the distal (left) and proximal (right) retina of a mudpuppy eyecup. Exposure to GABA (center traces) caused a slight reduction in both the distal light-evoked K:+ increase (arrow 1) and b-wave, while it dramatically reduced the proximal Ko increase at light onset and caused a smaller reduction of the proximal K:+ increase at light offset . Arrows marked "b" indicate artifactual b-waves . Diffuse white light stimuli are indicated by horizontal bars. Irradiance : 3 .2 X 10' W/cm2. However, it reduced the proximal Ka increase at light onset by >80% . Light stimuli in these experiments were given at 60-s intervals and GABA effects were typically detected within a single stimulus cycle . The application of 2 mM GABA always reduced the magnitude of proximal Ko increases . However, in 8 of 20 experiments with mudpuppy preparations, the distal light-evoked Ko increase and b-wave were unaffected by exposure to GABA, and in 4 of 20 experiments, the b-wave and distal Ko increase were slightly enhanced . In 20 trials involving 10 mudpuppy eyecups, the b-wave and distal Ko increase were essentially unaffected by GABA. In GABA, the amplitudes of the b-wave and distal Ko increase were, respectively, 98 ± 10 and 97 ± 7% of control values . In the same set of 20 trials, the mean GABA-induced reduction of the proximal Ko increase at light onset was to 19 ± 7% of control values . In addition, throughout these experi-ments, as illustrated in Fig. 6 , GABA more effectively depressed on vs . off Kô increases in the proximal retina . This last result is consistent with the greater GABA sensitivity of second-and third-order neuronal responses associated with the on vs . off channel of retinal information processing as demonstrated by Miller and co-workers (1977, 1981a, b) .
analogue . An intracellular recording screen of APA actions on the retinal network of the mudpuppy (Dick, 1979) indicated that APA effects are dose-dependent and that at concentrations of <_ 1 .0 mM its influence appears to be restricted to a reduction of light responsiveness in amacrine and ganglion cells. ERGS and distal and proximal Kô responses measured in a superfused mudpuppy eyecup during a single microelectrode withdrawal . APA is seen to have no effect upon the ERG and distal light-evoked Kâ increase . However, the proximal Kô increases at both light onset and offset are reduced by about one-half (note gain change). As was the case with exposure to GABA, proximal Kô increases were always reduced by APA (17 of 17 trials), while the distal Kô increase and b-wave were either unaffected (8 of 17 trials) or showed a slight reduction or enhancement . In 17 trials involving 11 mudpuppy eyecups, the mean effect induced by the application of 0 .8-1 .0 mM APA was a reduction in the b-wave and distal Kâ increase to, respectively, 99 ± 7 and 100 ± 11 % of the control values . In the same set of 17 trials, the mean APA-induced reduction of the proximal Kô increase at light onset was to 51 ± 12% of the control values . These observations further support the view, indicated by experiments with ethanol, ethanol plus GABA, glycine, aspartate (Dick and Miller, 1978a; Dick, 1979 ; Shimazaki et al ., 1983) , and GABA, that activities of predominantly different populations of retinal neurons underlie light-evoked Ko increases at distal as opposed to proximal retinal levels .
The Transretinal Ko Gradient
The extracellular environment of the vertebrate retina is not uniform with respect to Ko . Maximum Ko occurs in the outer retina and progressively declines toward the vitreal surface (Oakley, 1975 ; Dick, 1979 ; Steinberg et al ., 1980) . Using K+-selective microelectrode techniques, Oakley (1975) and Oakley and Green (1976) retina, with concentrations at the vitreal surface of -2 .8 mM . In the present study, transretinal Ko gradients were measured in dark-adapted mudpuppy, tiger salamander, and toad retinas. Fig. 8 illustrates representative transretinal extracellular K+ gradients from these species. Extracellular K+ values are expressed here in units of both activity (milliequivalents per liter) and concentration (millimolar) for purposes of convenient comparisons with the data from other laboratories . Fig. 8 illustrates that these amphibian (1-type) retinas all exhibit transretinal Ko gradients of similar form and magnitude, and with vitreal Ko values in the range of 1 .9-2 .2 meq/liter (^"2.5-2 .9 mM). The magnitude of their transretinal Ko gradients closely approximates those previously reported in frog (Oakley, 1975 Our results are in full agreement with previous studies (Oakley, 1975 (Oakley, , 1977 Oakley and Green, 1976; Tomita, 1976 ; Proenza, 1977, 1978; Dick and Miller, 1978a, b; Kline et al., 1978; Matsuura et al., 1978 ; Steinberg et al., 1980 ; Vogel, 1980) in finding a light-evoked Ko decrease that is maximal in the distal retina . Oakley (1975 Oakley ( , 1977 and other workers (Oakley and Green, 1976 ; Steinberg et al ., 1980 ; Vogel, 1980) have demonstrated, in rod-dominated retinas, that the Ko decrease is a rod-dominated phenomenon and that it initiates the RPE component of the c-wave through a passive hyperpolarization of the apical membrane of pigment epithelial cells. In some species, cone contributions to the Ko decrease are suggested by cone-dominated c-waves (Tigges et al., 1967) and c-wave components (Matsuura et al., 1978) . SLOW PIII In an early ERG analysis, Noell (1953) described an "azideinsensitive potential," which had a time course similar to the c-wave but was of opposite polarity when recorded in the vitreous . This potential was later named "slow PIII" (Faber, 1969) , a term that has been generally adopted to describe what can be viewed as a corneal-negative c-wave component originating within the neural retina (Faber, 1969 ; Oakley, 1977) . Considerable evidence now supports the idea that the light-evoked Ka decrease gives rise to slow PIII by initiating a passive hyperpolarization of Muller cell processes in the distal retina, which in turn sets up a transretinal current flow detected as the slow pIII voltage (Faber, 1969 ; Zuckerman, 1973 ; Witkovsky et al., 1975) . However, intracellular recordings from Muller cells in the mudpuppy do not generally show hyperpolarizing responses except very late during a prolonged light stimulus Proenza, 1977, 1980 ; Dick, 1979) . In the present study, we have shown that there is a light-evoked Muller cell hyperpolarization when Co" is used to block chemically mediated synaptic transmission . The time course and amplitudeintensity relationship of the Muller cell hyperpolarization correspond closely to those of the extracellularly recorded Ko decrease . The findings strongly support the Muller cell hypothesis of slow PIII generation .
Light-evoked K a Increases
The present study and previous reports (Dick and Miller, 1978a; Kline et al., 1978 ; Shimazaki et al., 1983 Shimazaki et al., , 1984 demonstrate that K+-selective microelectrode techniques can detect light-evoked Ko increases in all but the most distal 20-30% of the retinas of mudpuppy, toad, tiger salamander, and skate. More recently, we have found a similar distribution of Ko increases in rabbit retina (Dick et al., 1985) . A number of previous studies have characterized properties of the light-evoked Ko increase in proximal retina but have not distinguished a Ko increase in distal retina (Oakley, 1975; Oakley and Green, 1976; Tomita, 1976 ; Proenza, 1977, 1978 ; Vogel and Green, 1979, 1980 ; Vogel, 1980) . Consequently, the primary question we addressed was whether or not the Ko increase detected in distal retinal is simply a diffusional manifestation of K+ released from a more proximal retinal site . We have been able to discriminate between distal and proximal Ko increases on the bases of response latencies and differential sensitivity to pharmacological agents . We conclude from such analyses that different neuronal mechanisms must underlie the generation of distal vs . proximal light-evoked Ko increases . Recently, and have made latency measurements of light-evoked Ko increases registered between the external and internal limiting membranes in frog and mudpuppy retinas . They report that analyses of lk increase latency vs . depth reveal latency minima at the levels of the OPL and IPL . Our measurements in toad are consistent with their measurements in frog and mudpuppy; all support the conclusion that different neuronal sources contribute to light-evoked lk increases at different retinal levels .
The most clear-cut evidence that light-evoked Ka increases can be regionalized into distal and proximal components comes from the use of pharmacological agents that exert selective actions upon the neuronal network . In the present study, we have shown that GABA and APA can be used to distinguish between distal and proximal sources of K + release in the mudpuppy retina . Our results from experiments with GABA and APA are consistent with previous reports from this laboratory on the effects of glycine, ethanol, and the combination of ethanol plus GABA upon the b-wave and distal and proximal lk increases (Dick and Miller, 1978a ; Dick, 1979) . During applications of these substances, b-waves and distal lk increases were markedly enhanced, while proximal light-evoked Ka increases were either markedly depressed (ethanol, ethanol plus GABA) or relatively unaffected (glycine) . Throughout our pharmacological studies, changes in the magnitude of the b-wave were always closely paralleled by changes in the magnitude of the distal lk increase, but were never paralleled by changes in the proximal Ko increase . Shimazaki and co-workers (J983, 1984) also report a discrimination between distal and proximal light-evoked Ko increases in mudpuppy retina, based upon the pharmacological actions of either aspartate or the combination of GABA plus ethanol .
This study has shown that the distal light-evoked Ko increase is not an artifact of our recording conditions, as argued by Vogel (1980) . Vogel characterized three electrical sources that can contribute artifacts to the K' electrode response. Two of these are "stray" and "cross-capacitance" ; the latter is derived from interelectrode capacitance . Vogel additionally discovered that if the microelectrode tip is sufficiently large and if it sits in a region of a large voltage gradient, the differential recording may measure the voltage difference between the two electrode tips. The ERG artifact that may appear in the K + electrode signal as the result of this phenomenon, as well as those that are contributed by capacitance, will be closely time-locked with the ERG . The primary component of this overall artifact will be the b-wave, the largest of the higher-frequency ERG components. The characteristics of such an artifactual b-wave are shown on a fast time scale in Fig . 5 . As shown in Figs . 4 and 5, artifactual b-waves were effectively eliminated from our K+ electrode responses recorded with the use of cross-capacitance neutralization . ERG artifacts do appear in our K + electrode responses under recording conditions in which we do not use capacitance neutralization (Figs . 5-7) . However, these artifacts are clearly distinguishable from the distal Ko increase recorded in penwriter records .
Which Neuronal Populations Generate Distal and Proximal Light-evoked K o Increases?
PROXIMAL LIGHT-EVOKED K a + INCREASE A number of studies have already related the proximal Ko increase to amacrine and ganglion cell activity on the basis of the phenomenological and pharmacological properties of the Ko response (Oakley, 1976 ; Proenza, 1977, 1980 ; Dick and Miller, 1978x, b ; Dick, 1979) . The present study provides further support for this association, based upon the selective suppression of this Ko response by GABA (Fig. 6) and APA (Fig. 7) . Intracellular recording studies in mudpuppy have shown that amacrine and ganglion cells are more GABA-sensitive than any other retinal neurons and that they are the only retinal neurons that are sensitive to APA at concentrations of <_ 1 .0 mM (Dick, 1979) . Consequently, GABA-and APA-mediated suppressions of proximal Ko increases probably represent selective pharmacological actions upon amacrine and ganglion cells.
DISTAL LIGHT-EVOKED Ko INCREASE Retinal physiology suggests that the distal K'0 increase must be related to depolarizing bipolar cell responses, since, in amphibians, depolarizing bipolars constitute the only class of retinal neurons that both have processes distributed in the OPL and depolarize to white light stimuli, such as those used through most of this study. An association between depolarizing bipolars and distal Ko increases would be consistent with the relative insensitivity to 1 .0 mM APA of both the Ko response (Fig. 7) and the neuronal response (Dick, 1979) .
The distal Ko increase and b-wave are also relatively insensitive to 2 mM GABA . In contrast to the relative insensitivity of depolarizing bipolars to APA, the light responses of these neurons are reduced by 2 mM GABA (Miller et al., 1981 a) . However, GABA actions upon depolarizing bipolars are associated with a conductance increase (Miller et al., 1981x) . Thus, extracellular, K+-mediated currents of depolarizing bipolar cell origin might be relatively unaffected by 2 mM GABA.
A depolarizing bipolar cell origin for the distal Ko increase has also been indicated by previous analyses of ethanol actions upon the retinal network (Dick, 1979) , ERGS, and light-evoked Ko responses (Dick and Miller, 1978x) , as well as by localizations of the distal Ko increase to the OPL .
K*, Increases and the B-Wave
The Muffler cell theory of Faber (1969) and Miller and Dowling (1970x) proposed that the b-wave is initiated by a light-evoked Ko increase that depolarizes Muller cell processes at the level of the OPL. Within the last decade, alternative hypotheses to the Muller cell theory have been proposed, primarily in association with K'-selective microelectrode studies whose findings have not agreed with predictions of the glial theory (Oakley, 1975; Vogel, 1980 ; Yanagida and Tomita, 1982 ). An idea common to the alternative theories is that depolarizing bipolar cell responses directly generate part or all of the b-wave . The results of the present study are not sufficient to distinguish whether any phase of the b-wave is generated directly by neuronal responses or secondarily via K+-mediated influences on Muller cells. However, after the work of Faber (1969) and Miller and Dowling (1970x, b) , additional support for the Muller cell theory of b-wave generation has come from current source density analyses (Proenza and Freeman, 1975 ; Newman, 1979 Newman, , 1980 , experiments with glial-specific toxins (Szamier et A ., 1981 ; Bonaventure et al., 1981 ; Welinder et al., 1982) , an ontogenic study (Rager, 1979) , tests of ERG sensitivity to external K+ (Miller, 1973 ; Dowling and Ripps, 1976) , latency comparisons of b-waves vs. activation of the retinal network (Niemeyer, 1975 ; Rager, 1979) , and K'-selective microelectrode studies (Dick and Miller, 1978x; Kline et al., 1978) . Our present results are also entirely consistent with the Muller cell theory . We have characterized a distal light-evoked Ko increase that is well developed at the level of the OPL and whose sensitivity to pharmacological agents closely parallels that of the b-wave . This distal Ka increase could give rise to depolarization of Muller cell processes in the outer retina . In contrast, the pharmacological properties of the proximal Ko increase in mudpuppy do not support the idea that it plays a primary role in the initiation of the b-wave ; it cannot, however, be excluded as a contributing factor . Consistent with this idea, every study that has compared the properties of the proximal Ko increase and the b-wave has concluded that the proximal Ko response cannot be a primary factor in b-wave generation (Oakley, 1975 ; Dick and Miller, 1978 ; Kline et al., 1978; Dick, 1979; Vogel and Green, 1979, 1980 ; Vogel, 1980) . The reasons these largest Ko increases do not dominate K+-mediated transglial current flows detected as transretinal electroretinographic components are likely to involve the way in which the extracellular resistive pathway and electrotonic properties of Muller cells influence such currents (Newman, 1980 (Newman, , 1981 (Newman, , 1984 Odette, 1982, 1984; . Additionally, it is known that glia can participate in the maintenance of extracellular K+ homeostasis through both spatial and electrochemical buffering mechanisms (Somjen, 1979; Coles and Tsacopoulos, 1979 ; Gardner-Medwin, 1983 ; Newman, 1984) . It remains to be investigated whether Muller cells participate in K+ redistribution and how such phenomena are related to light-evoked Ko modulations and the ERG.
In summary, the present study supports the concept that the b-wave and slow PII1 components of the I-type ERG are generated through K+-mediated influences in Muller cells. We have observed two sources of light-evoked K' release, in distal and proximal retina, which can be differentially manipulated with pharmacological agents . The pharmacological properties of the proximal lightevoked Ko increase indicate that it is primarily post-bipolar in origin . The pharmacological properties of the distal light-evoked Ko increase indicate that it is primarily, if not exclusively, of depolarizing bipolar cell origin . When we combine our findings with those of other ERG studies (Faber, 1969; Miller and Dowling, 1970x, b; Rager, 1979; Newman, 1979 Newman, , 1980 , the following model of b-wave generation is suggested. Light-evoked depolarization of the depolarizing bipolars gives rise to K+ efflux in the outer retina . This K+ efflux depolarizes Muller cell processes, initiating a transretinal current flow associated with the primary voltage of the b-wave of the ERG. Consequently, we suggest that the bwave is primarily a second-order signal of depolarizing bipolar cell activity .
